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Abstract-Two different numerical schemes are proposed for the study of the behavior of a viscous 
incompressible fluid in a turbulent regime using the M.P.P. model. They differ in their treatment of 
both velocity and turbulent kinetic energy at the time discretization stage. The first, a Gear scheme, 
is fully implicit, while the second is of the alternate direction type. In both, the Lagrangian coordinate 
is calculated by applying an explicit Lax-Wendroff scheme. Various numerical experiments showed 
good agreement between the two schemes. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the various models devised to describe the behavior of a viscous incompressible fluid in a 
turbulent regime is the M.P.P. model proposed by McLaughlin, Papanicolau and Pironneau [1,2], 
which emerged when asymptotic expansion techniques were applied to Euler’s equation for perfect 
incompressible fluids under oscillating initial conditions. 
The main hypothesis of this model is centered on the supposition that there is a clearly-defined 
separation between the “small scale,” associated with the flow field, and the “large scale,” formed 
by the mean field; the ratio of the two steps is denoted 
The model is composed of the following equations: 
by E. 
[(v% - 6) (vu + Vut)] = 0, (1) 
g + (u . V)k + k(R : Vzl) - BE~‘~V. (v%Vk) + kpt,Q, = 0, 
(2) 
(3) 
g + (u * V)u = 0. (4 
These equations are satisfied in a domain of R c lIUN for a time interval [0, T]. Here, 21 = u(z, t) 
and p = p(z, t) are the mean velocity field and the mean pressure of the fluid, respectively; 
k = k(z, t) is the turbulent kinetic energy and a = ~(2, t) represents the inverse Lagrangian 
The authors express their thanks to E. FernBndez-Cara from the University of Sevilla (Spain) for his valued 
suggestions and discussions during the course of this work. 
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coordinate with respect to u. In the equation for mean velocity field, the term -uAu has been 
introduced; this is a term for artificial viscosity (equivalent to AEV e @(Vu + Vut), where Ic* 
represents characteristic kinetic energy) and has been employed in order to make the behavior of 
the numerical schemes more stable. The equations contain the positive constants A and B, and 
also ~0, a positive parameter of the order of unity. The closure terms R and Q’p represent the 
Reynolds tensor and the dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy, respectively, and only depend on 
(VU)~ (Vu). These equations are complemented by appropriate initial and boundary conditions. 
2. NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION 
Numerical approximation of the problem (l)-(4) is carried out at two levels. The first stage 
discretizes the variable t, and an approximation is subsequently introduced into the spatial vari- 
ables. 
When deciding which of the various discretization methods to use (for both time and space), 
two considerable difficulties arising from the numerical solution to the foregoing set of equations 
were taken into account: firstly, the nonlinearity of the equations for u and k, which prevents the 
direct solution of the problem as discretized in time, and secondly, the incompressibility condition 
div u = 0, which “relates” the various velocity components. 
There are many natural, classical schemes available for the discretization of (l)-(4) in time. 
This study presents two different schemes for velocity and kinetic energy: one is a fully implicit 
Gear scheme and the other is of the three-step alternate directions type. A Lax-Wendroff fully- 
explicit method is used for the Lagrangian coordinate. 
By way of description, think of the time interval [0, T] divided into M subintervals of constant 
size At (At = T/M). 
In each scheme we define, for each At, a family of functions 
(u”,kO,uo,pO) ,..., (u~,~~,u~,P~), 
and these are calculated recursively from initial conditions. Hence, (un, k”, un,pn) will be an 
approximation of (u, k, a,p) at time (nAt). 
2.1. The Gear Scheme 
The first scheme, which is fully implicit, contains a truncation error O((At)‘) [3]. 
Now, in order to illustrate the underlying philosophy without getting over-involved in the 
notation of the problems to be solved, let us consider the following model problem 
du 
dt + A(u) = f, 
(5) 
40) = uo, 
where A is a differential operator of H (a Hilbert space) to H, f is a source term and us is an 
initial value. 
Let At > 0 be a time step and un and f” be approximations of u(nAt) and f(nAt), respectively. 
Discretization of (5) is performed by a two-step Gear scheme. Given un-’ and un for n 2 1, 
unfl can be calculated by solving: 
3p+l - 4p + p---l 
2At 
+ A@“+‘) = fn+‘. (6) 
In the above algorithm, the “start-up” problem would be in the case of n = 1, since we need 
to know u” and u1 in order to calculate u *. But u” can be easily obtained, as we can take 
u” = z&J. 
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In the case of ul, we can use a single-step (explicit or implicit) scheme. In our case, we shall 
use Euler’s implicit method twice, with a time step of (3 At), in such a way that the matrices 
needed to calculate u2i3 and u4j3 are equal to each other and the same as that needed for the 
calculation of un, for n > 2. Finally, u1 is obtained by interpolation of u’, u2i3 and u4i3. More 
specifically: 
ur = ~Ua+-U 3 
8 16 
213 + 11 U4/3 
6 ’ 
If we use the Gear scheme for equations (l)-(3), in other words for the calculation of velocity and 
kinetic energy and given un, kn, kn-’ and an+‘, we can calculate ICn+’ by solving the nonlinear 
problem 
& kn+' + (zP. V)kn+’ + kn+‘(R(an+‘) : VzP) 
- BE~/~V. mVkn+l 
( > 
+ k”+‘po9,(a”+1) = -& k” - & kn-‘. (7) 
Now that we know un-r, un, knfl and an+‘, we can obtain un+l and pn+l by solving the 
following nonlinear problem with a zero divergence condition: 
3 - @+I _ VAun+l + (#+l . V)un+l + VP”+1 + V . (kn+17+“+l)) 
2At 
- AEV . [ (di= - G) (V,n+l + Vun+‘L)] = & un - & C-l, (8) 
V . un+l = 0. 
Notice that problems (7) and (8) still present the same difficulties as did the original problem: 
nonlinearity and a condition of zero divergence. We shall come back to this later. 
2.2. Alternate Directions Scheme 
The alternate directions method provides a special discretization technique for the time vari- 
able t which is often used in the solution of nonstationary problems, particularly in equations 
containing diffusion terms i.e., bound to a second order operator. 
The alternate directions method explicitly separates the two main difficulties occurring in the 
numerical solution of the M.P.P. model, namely nonlinearity of the equations for u and k and 
the restriction divzl = 0. The use of these schemes was first proposed by R. Glowinski (31 for the 
Navier-Stokes equations. Since then, a detailed study has been carried out on the convergence of 
these schemes [4]. 
Let us now have a general look at how this method works [3,5]. 
Once again consider the initial-value problem (5), and let AI and A2 be such that 
A = AI + A2, 
and let At > 0 be one step in time discretization. In the three-step alternate directions scheme 
used, we first take u” = UO; then, for n > 0 and given un, sequential calculation of un+lj3, unf2i3 
y un+l is performed by solving 
p+W _ Un 
At/3 
+ Alun+li3 + A2un = y-4113, (9) 
&2/3 _ g+1/3 
At/3 
+ ~l~n+lI3 + ~~~n+2/3 = fn+2/3, 
(10) 
un+l _ un+2/3 
At/3 
+ AIUn+l + A2U”+2/3 = fn+l. (11) 
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In (9)-(II), un+cr denotes an approximation of u ((n + a)At) and fn+a = f ((n + o)At) for 
a=OL21 ‘a’s’ * 
It can be seen that these problems are of the same kind as the model problem. The only 
difference lies in that the unknown in each of them is affected by a part of the differential 
operator (Al or AZ) instead of by the full operator A. Suitable decomposition of A = Al + AZ 
could make the new problems (9)-(11) easier to solve than the original one. 
We shall apply these notions to the discretization in time of (l)-(3): 
A. 
B. 
Given un, k” and an, we can calculate u n+1/3 , pn+1/3 and kn+1/3, solutions of the following 
linear problems: 
aUn+l/3 _ plAun+1/3 + Q,n+1/3 
= cwn + /QAu” + A&V. [ (fi - JF) (VC + v&)1 
- V. [k”R(az+‘/3)] - (un . V)u” 
(12) 
V . g+ll3 = 0 
Cykn+1’3 - pAk n+1’3 = ak” - /3Akn + Bs413V . (6 Vk”) 
- knpoQ,(a~f1/3 ) _ ,+” [R(aF+‘/‘) : vu~+‘/3] _ (~~+1/3. V)kn 
(13) 
where cx = 3/At. 
To obtain problems which may be dealt with numerically in this first part of the nth 
stage, the term UAU has been decomposed thus: 
vAu = /QA@‘/~ + pzAun, 
where ~1, ~2 > 0 and ~1 + ~2 = v; in this way, a problem of the Stokes type (12) is 
obtained for pressure and velocity fields. Similarly, the term ,0Ak (p > 0) has been 
introduced into (13) to obtain a Poisson-type linear problem. 
To speed up convergence, the values calculated in the first equations are included in the 
right-hand sides of the next ones, producing the approximations 
a~+1/3 = eian + f3;an+V3, u;+1/3 = &un + g2g+1/3, 
where 6$, e2, 0;, 06 2 0 and Q1 + Q2 = 1, 0; + 05 = 1. 
Given un+ii3 kn+li3, an+l13 and pnf113, we can calculate un$2/3 and kn+=13, solutions 
to the problems: 
aun+2/3 _ p2~Udv3 
-v&V. [(@K&Y) (vun+2/3+vun+2/3’)] 
[ 
)] 
(14 
+ V . k:+2/3R(aF+2/3 + (un+=/3 . ~)~“+2/3 
= CLZP+~‘~ + plAu n+1/3 _ vpn+1/3, 
&nf2/3 _ p&n+=/3 _ BE4/37;7 . 
( 
,/sVk”+2/3 
) 
_ kn+2/3p,,Q,(a;+2/3) + kn+2/3 
[ 
R(p/3) : Vu;+2/3 
I 
(15) 
+ (u;fz/s . V)k”fw = &n+w _ pAk”+w. 
As before, aE’2’3 and uFf213 appear; in this case, kF’2’3 = t?lkn+1/3 + 82kn+2/3 is also 
included, and so the equations (14) and (15) now form a coupled system if the parameter 
e2 z 0. 
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We can see that the resulting problem is nonlinear; however, the condition of zero 
divergence has disappeared from the velocity field. 
C. Finally, given u”+~/~, k”+2/3 and an+2/3, we can calculate un+‘, pn+’ and kn+‘, solutions 
to the following linear problems: 
sun+’ - p&n+1 + Vpn+l = a~*+~‘~ + p2Au n-+-2/3 
+AEV. [(6=-G) (VIP+~/~+V$+~/~‘)] 
-v.[k n+2/3~(~;+1) 
I 
_ cUn+2/3 . vpp+2/3, 
v . g+l = 0, 
(16) 
akn+’ _ pAk”+l = &‘+2/3 _ @k”+2/3 
+ BE4i3V . (&=&7k”+2/3) _ kn+2/3poQ,(a;+l) 
_ kn+2i3 [R(a:+l) : V$+l] _ ($+’ . V)kn+2/3, 
(17) 
where the terms included in the right-hand sides have a significance analogous to those 
appearing in Section A. 
2.3. Special Treatment of the Lagrangian Coordinates 
Discretization in time of equation (4) for the Lagrangian coordinate is performed by a fully 
explicit Lax-Wendroff scheme [5]. 
In a general situation, consider the equation: 
2 + (v . V)w = 0, (18) 
where w,v E lRN (N = 2,3). The scheme proposed by Lax and Wendroff is based on a Taylor 
series expansion with respect to time of the function w. Thus we have: 
dWn 
W n+l =wn+At- at + $ $ + 0(At3), 
in which wn represents an approximation of w(nAt). 
Using equation (18) to calculate the derivative with respect to time, we obtain the following 
scheme which is second order accurate in time: 
W n+l = wn -Atv.Vwn+ $.V(v.Vw”). 
Thus, applying the above expression to equation (4) we obtain 
a n+S = a” - - l (u” 
Ql 
. V)a” + 2 (u” . V)(un. Van), 
4 
(1% 
where y E ({, 1) is the Lax-Wendroff parameter. When y is close to unity we may choose a larger 
time step; an+6 represents an approximation of a((n + 6)At), where 6 = 0, i,$, 1 and ~1 = 3/At 
if the alternate directions method is used for u and k, whereas 6 = 0,l and 01 = At when the 
Gear scheme is employed. 
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3. REFORMULATION OF NONLINEAR PROBLEMS 
At first analysis, the main practical difficulty in solving the two schemes we have just developed 
would seem to be the nonlinearity present in both, but the situation is in fact quite different in 
each case. Indeed, in the Gear scheme there are two uncoupled nonlinear problems: (7) for 
the calculation of k and (8) for U. On the other hand, in the alternate directions scheme the 
nonlinear problems (14) and (15), whose solution supplies us with both turbulent kinetic energy 
and velocity, are coupled when the parameter 02 is nonzero. 
Due to the various difficulties arising on the numerical side of things, we opted for the extrapo- 
lated Gauss-Seidel-Newton algorithm to solve (7); however, as discussion of this approach would 
be difficult without first having introduced a discretization in spatial variables, we shall postpone 
analysis of (7) until this discretization has been described. The remaining nonlinear problems (8) 
and (14)-(15) shall first be reformulated in the sense of least squares, after which a conjugate 
gradient algorithm will be applied for their solution. Let us now look at this reformulation. 
3.1. Problem (8). (The Gear Scheme) 
We can see that the nonlinear problem (8) may be written as: 
a*u - UAU + Vp - a’(u) = G, 
v*u=o, (20) 
where 
a(u) = AED. [ (JiE - fi) (Vu + Vd)] - V . [kR(a)] - (u + V)u, 
where G, k and a are all known. 
In order to solve this, we reformulate it, as previously mentioned, as a problem of least squares. 
To do this, we define the functional 
where y = y(v) is the state and satisfies the equation 
a*y - vAy+ = CY*W - UAV + Vp - Q(v) - G, 
v.y=o. 
(21) 
(22) 
According to these definitions, u is solution of (20) if and only if 
J(u) I J(v), vu E H’(cqN, v . v = 0. (23) 
(Notice that boundary conditions, which should have been specified here, have been omitted for 
the sake of simplicity, but will be brought in later when we look at particular cases.) 
The next step will be to solve problem (23), and to do so we shall use a conjugate gradient 
algorithm ([S]). We decided on the Polak-Ribiere version, as it had been widely used in numerous 
experiments, reliably providing good results. 
The algorithm is thus: 
0 Initialization 
us = un. (24) 
We define go as the solution of 
ff*gO - vAg” = J’(v’), (25) 
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and we set: 
z” = g? (26) 
l Descent 
Given gm and z”’ for m 2 0, we find X” E lR such that: 
Am = nln; J (urn - km) ) VA E It+, (27) 
and we set 
V m+l = vm _ Amtma (28) 
l New direction 
We compute gm+’ by solving 
a*gm+l _ yAgm+l = y(p+l). (29) 
We set: 
a*;ig m+l - gm12 dz + v s ]V(g”+’ - gm)12 dx 
7; = 
n > 
(30) 
o*l]gm+1]2dx + vJ]Vg 
R cl 
m+1]2dz) ’ 
and finally 
t m+l _ - gm+l - y;,m. (31) 
Note that the two nontrivial steps of the algorithm (24)-(31) are: 
The problems of minimization in a variable (27); the corresponding Xm can be achieved 
by dichotomy or, for instance, using Fibonacci’s method (cf. e.g., [7]). We also have to 
solve, at each iteration, N linear problems with zero divergence, associated to the elliptic 
operator (a*ld - VA) so that, given v, the corresponding function y may be obtained. 
The calculation of gm+’ from urn+‘, which requires the solution of 2N (where N represents 
the spatial dimension) linear problems of the type (a*ld - VA); of these, N will be used 
to calculate J’(vm+l ) and N to actually obtain gm+i. 
It should be noticed that, for a uniform division of the interval [0, T], the parameters cr’ and v 
are independent of m. It is also obvious that the choice of a particular approximation in the 
spatial variables will reduce the aforementioned problems to linear equation systems with the same 
coefficient matrix. This enables us to factorize them (e.g., using the Cholesky method) before 
beginning the time iterations, and then limit calculation to the solving of triangular systems. 
Nevertheless, the above analysis clearly illustrates the need for an efficient method for the 
numerical solution of such problems. 
3.2. Problems (14)-( 15). (Alternate Directions Scheme) 
The nonlinear problems (14) and (15) which appear in the alternate directions method may be 
written as 
QIU - b2Au - x(u, k) = S, 
crlc - /3k - (a(~, k) = T, (32) 
where 
x(u, k) = A&V + [(A - 6) (Vu + Vut)] - v . [k, R(aJ - (u . v)u, 
!P(u, k) = BE~‘~V. (v%Vk) + kpoQ,Jac) - k [R(a,) : VuC] - (u, . V)k, 
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S and T being known and k, and uC 
term. 
being linear combinations between k, u and some known 
Once again we reformulate problem (32) as a least squares problem, and here the functional is 
where the states yr and y2 are now functions of v and 7 and satisfy the equations 
C-UYI - ~2Ay1 = QTJ - ~2Av - x(v,v) - S, 
ay2 - /3Ay2 = CY~ - PA7 - @(v, n) - T. 
According to these definitions, u and k are solutions of (32) if and only if 
J(u, k) I J(v, 7) vu E H’(R)N, 17 E H’(0). 
The least squares algorithm applied here to problem (35) would then be: 
l Initialization 
vo = gClI3 
1 $ = kn+1/3. 
We define gz and g: as solutions of: 
as,0 - cLzAg: = J;(v’, v’), 
og; - BAg; = J;(v’, no), 
and we set: 
l Descent 
Given g,“, zr, g7 and .zT for m > 0 we find X” E R such that: 
X” = yiI& J ((P, qrn) - X(Z,“, Z,“)) ( VA E I[$+, 
and we set 
rl 
m+l _ - rp - ny. 
l New direction 
We calculate gT+’ and gFfl by solving 
m+l 
og, - p2AgT+’ = J;(P+‘, qm+‘), 
CYg~+i - /3Agr+’ = .$,(v~+~, qm+‘). 
We set 
gs12 dx + ~2 .f IV(sVm+’ - &‘?I2 dz 
R > 
Q J lg,m+l12 dx + 112 j- IVg,“+’ 2 dx 
R ’ > 
$I2 da: + PZ J IV(s~+1 - $?I2 dx 
n 
I 
\ 
1, 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
(33) 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
and finally 
t ~2 J IW?+‘12 dx 
cl ) 
(43) 
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Just as in the Gear scheme (Problem (8)), the two nontrivial steps of the algorithm (36)-(43) 
are: 
1. Minimization problems in a variable (39). Also, the stepwise solution of N linear problems 
associated with the operator (old - pzA) in order to obtain, from u, the corresponding 
function yi, and a linear problem associated with the operator (cr1d - flA) which enables 
us to calculate y2 from q. 
2. The calculation of gr+l and gyfl from urn+’ and nm+i. Here we have to solve 2N 
linear problems of the type (old - b2A) for gr+’ and two with (old - PA) for gT+r. 
Of these problems, N will again be used to compute J~(~l~+i,~~+‘) and one more for 
J$(?Ffl, nm+l ), while the remaining Nt 1 will actually give us gr+l and gy+l from (41). 
It is again the case that a uniform division of the interval [O,T] will leave the cr, ~2 and p 
parameters independent of m so that, after spatial discretization has been carried out, the above 
problems are reduced to linear equation systems with two different coefficient matrices and the 
comments made in Section 3.1 will then be applicable here, too. 
4. SPATIAL APPROXIMATION 
Once time discretization has been performed, the next step consists of discretizing the spatial 
variables. At this moment we shall limit ourselves to the two-dimensional case (N = 2). The 
approximation shall be made using the finite element method [8]. 
4.1. Conformal-pi Elements for the Lagrangian Coordinate and Kinetic Energy 
In general, if we wish to approximate a fixed space in which our unknown is located, we try 
to use the simplest finite elements: continuous and piecewise linear functions i.e., conformal 
finite elements. Sometimes this is not possible, however, and we need to use nonconformal finite 
elements or, in other words, have discontinuous piecewise linear functions; in practice, this means 
that the approximation space is not included in the space which we wish to approximate. 
In order to perform the spatial coordination of the problems which involve the Lagrangian co- 
ordinate and turbulent kinetic energy, we use the conformal-Pi element, with degrees of freedom 
(in the two-dimensional case) in the vertices of the triangulation, that is to say, the continuous 
functions which can be reduced in each triangle to a polynomial of degree less than or equal to 
one. 
With this approximation, stepwise computation of the Lagrangian coordinate is reduced to 
solving a linear system. Moreover, the Mass-Lumped technique ([5]) may be used, thus obtaining 
a diagonal coefficient matrix. 
Now, the discretization of (7), which enables us to calculate kinetic energy in the Gear scheme, 
gives rise to a problem which may be written thus: 
Fz(ky+l, Ic;+l, . . . ) Ic;+y = bi ) l<i<I, - 
where krtl are the degrees of freedom of kn+’ (i.e., th e values of k at unblocked vertices, and so I 
is less than or equal to the total number of vertices in the triangulation). The strategy employed 
to solve (44) consists of applying the extrapolated ‘Gauss-Seidel-Newton algorithm, which is an 
iterated method as in 
k;+‘=k,p-u 
F,(k;+’ kp+’ 7 2 k?+’ kp k? 7”‘1 r-1, iY %+I?“‘, kl;‘) - bi 
z(k, 
P+l, k;+l kp+l kp k;+;,,...,ky) ’ 
lIi<I, p10, (45) 
,‘.., t-17 ir 
where the parameter w E (1,2). 
CMdA 27:5-c 
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4.2. Nonconformal-Pl Elements for Velocity 
For velocity we shall use two different spatial discretizations, depending on whether or not the 
zero divergence condition has to be satisfied. 
In the second phase of the time stage in the alternate directions method, we saw that we had 
a nonlinear problem for velocity (14)-the zero divergence condition had disappeared-and the 
problem was coupled with the turbulent kinetic energy equation (15) if the parameter 02 was 
other than zero. This was solved, however, using the minimization algorithm (36)-(43). 
So first of all, problem (35) must be approximated in space, and this will be reflected in every 
step of the conjugate gradient. To do this, we shall use a nonconformal-PI finite element with 
degrees of freedom at the midpoints of the triangulation. 
In the first and third phases of the time stage in the alternate directions method, we obtain 
the linear problems (12) and (16) but with the different velocity components related to the zero 
divergence condition; this condition also appears in the nonlinear Gear scheme problem (8). 
In both cases, in addition to approximating velocity, we need to create an approximation of 
pressure. This will be taken as constant by triangles, that is we shall use a finite element PO for 
the approximation. 
We know that the incompressibility condition (divu = 0) cannot be dealt with satisfactorily 
‘by conformal linear finite elements. We shall use a type of nonconformal finite element which 
approximately satisfies the zero divergence condition and which was first created by M. Crouzeix 
(1976)‘and F. Thomasset (1981) (see [9]). Wh en we use these elements, pressure disappears as 
an unknown from the equations, later to be calculated, approximately, from velocity. 
For more details on the above, refer to [lO,ll] and the bibliography therein. 
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
The numerical methods described above were applied to the solution of several test problems 
and run on a workstation. 
By way of example, we shall describe results obtained for flow round a spherical obstacle. The 
domain presents the same topological characteristics as those of the typical industrial application 
(flow round an obstacle) but with a simpler geometry. 
Figure 1. Geometry and mesh. 
Take R as the external domain of a spherical surface I?B, arbitrarily bounded by roe = I&W&. 
Figure 1 shows the mesh employed; it is composed of 2476 triangles and 5056 nodes, including 
vertices and midpoints. 
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Various simulations were performed-for different Reynolds numbers-using the two numerical 
schemes described above. Boundary conditions were as follows: 
u(s,t) = ucr, = (0.5,0), 
r, k(z, t) = 0, (46) 
a(z,t> =x--Tut, 
rB 
~(2, t) = 0, (no-slip condition,) 
k(rc, t) = kB 2 ; ~~~~~ 
(47) 
and a natural condition was imposed on I’&. 
A velocity field-the solution to previously-calculated Navier-Stokes equations [12]-was in- 
troduced as an initial value; kinematic viscosity was Y = 0.01. 
Figure 2. Streamlines. 
Results were consistent for both the Gear and the alternate directions schemes. Figures 2 
and 3 show streamlines and pressure isovalues obtained from a Reynolds number of lo7 and 1000 
iterations with a At = 10m3. 
Figure 3. Pressure isovalues. 
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